
STEWARD'S REPORT

Meadows (MEP)
Wednesday, 17 Nov 2021

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: A. Blackmore

Stewards: Z. Harrison, M. Hayden-Evans, G. Marsland & J. Goldenberg

Judges: L. Schulze & R. Drew

Lure Drivers: C. Hiscock

Starter: J. Nicholls & W. Blair

Kennel Supervisor: J. Hill

Kennel Attendants: J. Porter & M. Wlodarczyk

Veterinarian: Dr. Dominic Sui

Race 1
COOKES ELECTRICAL AND AIR

CONDITIONING
11:39 am

525m
Maiden

Essential persons (both staff & participants) attending today, provided satisfactory evidence of vaccination
or exemption under the State Government’s mandatory vaccination (workers) directions, undertook
successful health screenings, wore facemasks, observed social distance requirements, and adhered to
room density quotients that in-turn, permitted entry to the venue for exclusive race-day functions and
operations.

Buster Harley and Last Shout were slow to begin.

Coconut Kingston and Tidy Up Girl collided soon after the start.  Jack's Cracker, Coconut Kingston, Tidy Up
Girl and Alert collided soon after the start checking Jack's Cracker.  Tidy Up Girl and Alert collided on the
first turn.  Coconut Kingston raced wide from the first turn through to the back straight.  Buster Harley and
Tidy Up Girl collided on the second turn.  Jack's Cracker crossed to the rail entering the back straight and
collided with Buster Harley, checking Jack's Cracker.  Jack's Cracker and Last Shout collided on the third
turn checking both greyhounds.  Buster Harley visibly eased and turned its head inwards on the home turn
checking Jack's Cracker, causing Jack’s Cracker to race wide.  Coconut Kingston checked off Buster
Harley entering the home straight, causing Coconut Kingston to race wide.

Buster Harley underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a spike wound to the
left hind foot, no stand down period was imposed.  Stewards spoke to representative, Mr Jeffrey Geall
regarding the greyhound’s racing manners on the home turn.  Acting under the provisions of GAR 69B
(1), Buster Harley was charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of
injury).  Mr. Geall pleaded guilty to the charge, Buster Harley was found guilty and must perform a
Satisfactory Trial in accordance with GAR 69B (1) and pursuant to GAR 72, before any future nomination
will be accepted.

Race 2
TOPCAT VIDEO HT1

11:55 am
525m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

Bonnie Too Good was quick to begin.

Lead The Way raced wide on the first turn.  Bonnie Too Good checked off Chic entering the home straight. 

Race 3
TAB - LONG MAY WE PLAY HT2

12:10 pm
525m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

External Link was slow to begin.

Aston Samba, Wild Keyra and Flowerpot Fox collided on the first turn checking Wild Keyra and Flowerpot
Fox.  Wild Keyra and Flowerpot Fox collided on the second turn checking Flowerpot Fox.  Tommy's No
Angel and External Link collided entering the home straight.  Tommy's No Angel and Sarah's Shout
collided entering the home straight checking Tommy's No Angel.  

A post-race sample was taken from Tiggerlong Nibel - winner of the event. 

Race 4
GORSKI TIPPERS & TRAILERS

12:29 pm
600m

Mixed 4/5

Call Me Chloe, Twisted Reality, Long Black Lass and Aston Matrice collided on the first turn checking Call
Me Chloe, Twisted Reality and Long Black Lass.  Mt. View Emma tired over the concluding stages.

A post-race sample was taken from Daylen Bale - winner of the event. 

Race 5
themeadows.org.au HT3

12:45 pm
525m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

An out of competition sample was taken from Willy Can Do on 28 October 2021 pursuant to GAR 79A.

A pre-race sample was taken from Tiggerlong Water.

Got The Blues and Willy Can Do were quick to begin.  Retro Rocket, Jungle Panther and Aston Jonas were
slow to begin.



Our Shout and Tiggerlong Water collided soon after the start.  Aston Jonas and Tomida collided soon after
the start.  Retro Rocket checked off Our Shout on the first turn and collided with Aston Jonas, causing Aston
Jonas to fall and take no further part in the event.  Retro Rocket and Tomida collided entering the back
straight.  

Aston Jonas underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was repoted.

A post-race sample was taken from Got The Blues - winner of the event. 

Race 6
thephoenix.melbourne

1:05 pm
525m

Grade 5

Tobin Frost, Margaret's Heart and Kenji Bale were slow to begin.  

Resse's Girl checked off Sailor's Girl on the first turn causing Resse's Girl to collide with Kenji Bale, Subtle
Art and Dundee Hornet, checking all four greyhounds.  Subtle Art and Dundee Hornet collided on the
second turn.  Dundee Hornet crossed to the rail in the back straight checking Margaret's Heart.

A post-race sample was taken from Resse's Girl - winner of the event. 

Race 7
VICTOOLSHOP.COM

1:23 pm
525m

Grade 5

Tiggerlong Flyer was slow to begin.

Rainbow City and Flying Surprise collided on the first turn.  Tiggerlong Flyer and Meehan Tommy collided
on the first turn checking both greyhounds.  Meehan Tommy checked off Hendrik Bale entering the back
straight.  Flying Surprise checked off Rainbow City on the third turn.  

Race 8
HOME OF THE PHOENIX

1:44 pm
525m

Mixed 4/5

Temper Tears – New declared weight of 32.4kgs last raced at 30.7kgs.

Vayda Bale – New declared weight of 28.8kgs last raced at 27.3kgs.

Temper Tears, Belle Ali and Indian Shadow were slow to begin.

Indian Shadow crossed in soon after the start and collided with Whistling Bullet checking Belle Ali. 
Hamillson and Vayda Bale collided on the first turn.  Indian Shadow raced wide approaching the second
turn and again on the home turn, losing ground as a result.  

A post-race sample was taken from Fernando Cazz - winner of the event. 

Race 9
HOUDINI BOY @ STUD

2:07 pm
600m

Grade 5

Prince Of Idol was slow to begin.

Tiger Blurton checked off Darra Onyx approaching the third turn.  Mohinga Chase tired over the concluding
stages.

Race 10
KCR PET TRANSPORT (225+ RANK)

2:29 pm
525m

Grade 5 No Penalty

The Stewards discussed the frequency of racing of Affair Bit with Mr. Martin Hanke and noted his
comments.

Affair Bit was slow to begin.

Crymelon Comet and Impending collided on the first turn.  Crymelon Comet, Impending and Affair Bit
collided on the second turn and again entering the back straight severely checking all three greyhounds.  

Affair Bit underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a laceration to the left hind
foot.  No stand down period was imposed.

Race 11
SKY RACING (225+ RANK)

2:50 pm
525m

Grade 5 No Penalty

Exclusively Mine was slow to begin.

Joffa's Liberty checked off Harrell Bale soon after the start.  Exclusively Mine and Chill Out Webby collided
on the first turn checking Chill Out Webby.  Joffa's Liberty and Tiggerlong Jet collided on the first turn
checking Joffa's Liberty, Tiggerlong Jet and Forcefully.  Forcefully crossed to the rail on the second turn
checking Exclusively Mine and severely checking Tiggerlong Jet.  Harrell Bale and Ishmy Ruby collided on
the second turn. 

Race 12
TAB VENUE MODE (225+ RANK)

3:07 pm
525m

Grade 5 No Penalty

Stellar Rising, Blue Stingray and Paper Planes were slow to begin.

Stellar Rising and Blue Stingray collided soon after the start checking both greyhounds.  Line Stepper
brushed the running rail approaching the first turn.  Halwes and Fly Havoc collided approaching the first
turn causing Halwes to falter and tail off.  Paper Planes raced wide in the back straight.  Line Stepper tired
over the concluding stages.

Line Stepper underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have an abrasion to the
nose. No stand down period was imposed.

Halwes underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was re-examined.  Halwes was found to have a
right back muscle, right triangle and left thigh injuries.  A 14 day stand down period was imposed. Stewards
spoke to Mr Darren Kee regarding the greyhounds racing manners on the first turn.  After hearing evidence
from Mr. Kee, viewing all the available race footage and acting on their observations, a warning was issued



regarding the greyhound’s racing mannerson the first tun.

A post-race sample was taken from Pretty Mouse - winner of the event. 

 




